Pet Sematary, or Stephen King Re-Appropriating the Frankenstein Myth by Miquel Baldellou, Marta
The horror bestseller writer Stephen King has been acknowledged 
for updating the fundamental motifs of the horror story to suit the 
taste of contemporary audiences. In his seminal work Danse Macabre 
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pays homage to great classics of the genre, ultimately confessing 
his admiration for the nineteenth-century novel Frankenstein (1818), 
which presents many intertextual links with his own novel Pet Sema-
tary (1983). The plot in King’s novel runs parallel to that of Mary She-
lley, as it also depicts the life of a doctor, Louis Creed, who decides to 
trespass forbidden limits in order to bring his beloved departed back 
to life. In both cases, these two scientists dare defy the powers of 

















precisely rooted in his scepticism with regard to faith and religion. 
This paper aims at analysing both works from a comparative pers-
pective in order to underline how the gothic and the sinister is trea-
ted and is transformed from Shelley’s classic to King’s contemporary 
novel.
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20. The portrayal of the creatures in King’s novel as flat and dumb characters owes 
much to the way Frankenstein’s monster’s creation has been traditionally depicted in 
classic films, in which the monster is unable to speak and is perceived as simply non-
human. This tendency changed with Kenneth Branagh’s film entitled Mary Shelley’s 
Frankenstein (1994), where the creature is given a more humane portrait, and is thus 
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